Abstract-This paper elucidates a new approach for speckle reduction in polarimetric synthetic aperture radar ("PolSAR") images based on the stationary wavelet transform. Noisy wavelet coefficients are thresholded using an entropic thresholding technique. Principal Component Analysis and Sum of Squared Coefficients methods are used to detect significant coefficients based on the entire polarimetric covariance matrix.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, many theoretical developments in multiresolution analysis have been considered. Wavelets showed successful results in many applications to alleviate a variety of signal processing problems, such as image compression and image denoising. In PolSAR filtering window based algorithm, the trade-off between noise reduction and spatial features preservation is highly dependent on the size of the window. There exist few filters that are able to adapt the size or the shape of the filtering window according to the underlying structural features, such as the refined Lee filter [1] . However, wavelet multiresolution analysis presents a very useful property of space and scale localization, as it identifies homogeneous areas and localized structures according to scales. For polarimetric SAR images, De Grandi [2] used a wavelet multi-resolution representation to provide a unified framework for signal approximation, filtering and classification. He demonstrated that wavelet method reaches finer results in preserving points targets and small linear features. More recently De Grandi [3] presented a technique for texture analysis and segmentation of PolSAR data based on a wavelet decomposition.
In this paper, a multiscale PolSAR image filtering technique is proposed by identifying significant wavelet coefficients (i.e. mainly those generated by edges and point targets). We apply the wavelet transform to each element of the covariance matrix, and use its full polarimetric information to classify the wavelet coefficients (i.e. not only the power bands). Two different approaches in the wavelet domain are explored to achieve an improved detection: the Principal Component Analysis ("PCA") and a combinatory signal inter-band, derived from [4] . The main purpose of PCA is to find a suitable representation of multivariate data in order to make the essential structure more visible and to identify any distinct feature. Alternatively, the concept surrounding the inter-band combination is that in lieu of processing each band individually, the high correlation potentially existing between multivalued bands is exploited. Once the coefficients are enhanced, we detect the feature of the PolSAR data by applying an entropic thresholding. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, a background information relating to feature detection and thresholding is provided. In section III, simulations are carried out to investigate the performances of the presented approach. Filtered artificial and real images are also showed.
II. WAVELET FEATURES DETECTION OF POLSAR IMAGES
In reciprocal backscattering case, S hv = S vh , polarimetric information can be represented by the scattering vector k S ,
where h and v represent respectively the transmitting horizontal and receiving vertical linear polarization, and the superscript "T" refers to the matrix transpose. From (1), the polarimetric covariance matrix C and the span are expressed as follows,
where the superscript "*" refers to the complex conjugate. A more convenient form of the covariance matrix C, used in the next sections, is defined such that: 
where [ ] j ψ is the wavelet at level j, and we denote "*" as the convolution operator. In order to enhance the significant coefficients in the high-frequency images and to offer some robustness to speckle noise we use the following operator:
S ε is the wavelet power gain [5] . The interest of this operator is illustrated in Figure 1 , which has been designed so that the span does not contain any significant (weak or nonexistent) feature information, Figure1 (b). However, the operator (6) is able to detect some features on the power band, M I as the root square of a sum of three independent centered random variables, which implies that the probability density function (pdf) should be close to a scaled χ distribution with 3 degrees of freedom [5] . In the following sections, an attempt to maximize and threshold the significant coefficients will be conducted.
B. Enhancement of the Significant Wavelet Coefficients
In order to enhance the significant coefficients values, we use principally two different techniques: the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Sum of Squared Coefficients (SSC).
The PCA is one statistical method often used with hyperspectral images to capture the significant information contained in high dimensionality [6] . In an analogous way, we use PCA on wavelet coefficients to maximize edge energy in the reduced polarimetric dimension images. Then we apply the principal component and a hard thresholding method detailed in the next section to produce a binary mask that will select the significant wavelet coefficients at a particular resolution and exclude the noise related wavelet coefficients.
An alternative technique to boost the significant wavelet coefficients is to employ a denoising strategy of multivalued images, presented by Scheunders [4] , and apply a wavelet thresholding method where the correlation between different wavelet scales and bands are exploited. In our approach, a threshold value is derived using a wavelet entropy thresholding technique.
Schaunders proposed to make use of the high correlation that generally exists among the multivalued bands, rather than of treating each band separately. We take advantage of the signal interband correlation to differentiate noise from signal. In order to accomplish this, we use the Sum of Squared Coefficients (SSC). By squaring real edge coefficients tend to become larger for coarser scales, while noise coefficients become smaller. Following, the thresholding procedure for all bands is given as the following, ( )
where g [j] is the significant wavelet coefficient mask, and T is the threshold value defined via a non parametric technique, described below.
C. Entropy based Wavelet Thresholding
The entropy is an uncertainty measure first introduced by Shannon in his information theory to describe how much information is enclosed in a source ruled by a probability law. This concept becomes increasingly important in image processing due to the fact that an image can be interpreted as an information source with the probability law given by its image histogram.
The entropic thresholding technique provides an automatic way to obtain an optimal threshold depending on the image contents. Fan et al. [7] showed the efficiency of this technique for a two class data classification: edge and non-edge problem. Given an input high-frequency wavelet image, let us assume that the values of the pixels have a range [0, M] and f i is the number of pixels having the value i, i∈ [0, M] . The pixel value of the high-frequency image can be considered as an edge strength feature value. For a given threshold, e.g. T, P n (i) and P e (i) describe respectively the probability for non-edge and edge pixels, whose distributions are independent.
Where P 0 (T) represents the total number of pixels that have values in range of [0, T] and P 1 (T) is the total number of pixels whose values are in range of [T+1, M]. Thus the entropies are given as follows 
Then, in order to obtain the desirable threshold for an edgenon-edge classification, Cheng et al. [8] suggested satisfying the following criterion function
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Based on the recursive iteration property of both entropies, Fan et al. [7] proposed the following computation to get an optimal threshold, 
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Since points targets produce very large wavelet coefficients that must be preserved [5] [9], a target threshold is imposed such that
where, g [j] is the binary mask for the level j, ECM is defined as an Enhancement Coefficient Method (PCA or SSC) and L is the PolSAR image number of looks. Moreover, in order to extend the homogenous areas through the scales, masks are combined iteratively, ] , with 1,...,1
In Figure 2 , examples of masks through 3 levels are shown as well as the extension of the homogeneous areas. Once the masks are obtained, the wavelet coefficients are multiplied by the shrinkage function.
Magnitude of the wavelet coefficients corresponding to significant image features or edges is known to increase with a larger scale. On the other hand, magnitudes of wavelet coefficients contributing mainly to noise decrease with the level.
(a) (b) 
D. Despeckling Method
The various steps of the full non-parametric filtering method are enumerated below:
1. Carry out the stationary wavelet transform of the PolSAR covariance matrix in J levels, obtaining 3J high-frequency images and J low-frequency images.
2. Enhance significant wavelet coefficients by applying PCA or SSC on the span, on the sum of off-diagonal, or on all elements.
3. Classify the edge and non-edge coefficients, using entropy thresholding and the shrinkage function.
4. Modify the wavelet coefficients by multiplying by the mask function g [j] .
5. Apply the inverse wavelet transform on the modified wavelet coefficients, producing the filtered image.
III. RESULTS

A. Experiments Using Simulated Images
The performances of analyses are evaluated on simulated PolSAR images, produced from the Cholesky factorization of samples of typical polarimetric responses.
Speckle reduction performances are evaluated on simulated PolSAR images (single look complex), produced from the Cholesky factorization [10] of typical samples polarimetric responses. Five areas with different scattering properties are selected within an E-SAR image (L-band, DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen area).. The final PolSAR image is shown on Figure 3 , in addition to the ground truth image. For the proposed method, wavelet coefficients are quantized on M=256 levels for the computation of the entropy threshold and a Biorthogonal-5 wavelet basis is used. We evaluate the performances of the artificial PolSAR image filtering on its three power bands with the following indicator:
• Equivalent number of looks (ENL): a measure that indicates the strength of the noise reduction; we compute the ENL for each power channel and each scattering classes (we exclude point targets) and we take the mean value. 
• Edge strength preservation (EP): preservation of the edge magnitudes of filtered image is compared to the ground truth image (the smaller the EP the more significant it is). Table 1 shows the results obtained for both three and four levels of decomposition for the stationary wavelet transform with Biorthogonal-5 wavelet basis. The enhanced Lee filter was applied with a 9x9 window. In case of real images, the filters were applied to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA/JPL) AIRSAR L-band POLSAR data of a San Francisco image. These data were originally four-look processed by averaging the Stokes matrices.
B. ExperimentsUsing PolSAR Images from Airborne Sensor
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It can be seen from Table 1 that PCA offers higher ENL values compared to the others filters, and PCA EP values remain lower than EP value of the enhanced Lee filter. However, the SSC method provides better results overall regarding the edge preservation. As the number of levels increases, the Table 1 clearly demonstrates that SSC results are improved, but the performances of PCA are immensely degraded. Alternatively, it is interesting to note that by combining the complex bands, the performances of the power bands based SSC improved. Reviewing the simulated images, one can observe that all filters have distorted or enlarged targets. Particularly, PCA based filtering indicates some significant artifacts around the strong targets, which is a common phenomenon while applying wavelet decomposition to strong targets. Not only does the SSC provide satisfying speckle reduction but it also presents a remarkable capacity to retain edges and meaningful spatial features. When applied to real images Figure 4 , the SSC demonstrates a respectable tendancy to smooth homogeneous areas while preserving spatial features. However, the PCA oversmooths the homogenous regions, and consequently alters any spatial features. Its non-parametric property combined with the SSC algorithm yields encouraging results for the entropic thresholding technique. As such it will be the subject of future studies.
